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When offered the opportu-

nity to direct the latest Star 
Wars movie “Rogue One,” 
Gareth Edwards — director 
of the 2014 
Godzilla re-
make — was 
given a task as arduous as the 
film’s premise.

He had to deliver the first 
Star Wars movie that does not 
follow the traditional episodic 
saga, with a premise every 
Star Wars fan already knows.

From the title crawl of the 
original 1977 “Star Wars: A 
New Hope” — a band of reb-
el spies steal the plans for the 
evil Galactic Empire’s ulti-
mate weapon, the Death Star, 
an armored space station with 
enough power to destroy an 
entire planet.

Edwards comes through 
— creating some of the most 
spectacular and visually as-
tonishing sequences in Star 
Wars’ cinematic history.

The environment on every 
planet is stunning. The space 
and ground battles are so 
gritty and visceral you could 
convince yourself you were 
watching a war documentary 
set in the galaxy far, far away.

Edwards beautifully es-
tablishes the grittiness and 
hardship of the galactic war 
between the Rebels and the 
Empire with a quiet close 
up shot of a Storm Trooper 
hunched over in a cargo 
truck wearing battered armor 
smeared with dirt negating 
the armor’s white shine. Then 
there is an explosion.

“Rogue One” is driven 
more by the story of stealing 
the Death Star plans than its 
characters. But that does not 
make them any less special 
than the characters that have 
come before them.

Felicity Jones is the lead of 
the movie, playing Jyn Erso, 
a strong-willed young women 
who has lived a rough life after 
being separated from her par-
ents as a child. She carries the 
movie as the empathetic rebel 
you want to see succeed.

From Rebellion Officer 
Cassian Andor, played by Di-
ego Luna, to the blind force-
enthusiast Chirrut Imwe, 
played by Donnie Yen, all 
of the ‘rogue’ rebels are fun 
to watch on screen and have 
great chemistry together. But 
the standout of the group is a 
droid, K-2SO, brought to life 
by actor Alan Tudyk’s comi-
cal wit and sincere actions.

Ben Mendelsohn plays the 
main villain Orson Kren-
nic, the man in charge of the 
Death Star program. He is 
a menacing figure, but con-
stantly shows his flaws as he 
struggles for power with in 
the Empire.

Not enough time is spent de-
veloping the characters at the 
beginning of the film, which is 
hindered by continuous short 
scenes. But once the action 
picks up by the middle of the 
second act, it continues to the 
end of the movie for an epic, 
flawless hour of space warfare.

While the story and situa-
tions are fiction, the warfare 
portrayed is on par with that 
of “Saving Private Ryan.” Ed-
wards does not hold back on 
the violence and horror of war. 
But matches it with heartfelt, 
heroic moments.

The biggest disappoint-
ment is the score by Michael 
Giacchino. Star Wars scores 
are synonymous with being 
masterpieces, complimenting 
every scene of the films. But 
the score for “Rogue One” 
is lack lust and forgettable. 
Giacchino cannot take all of 
the blame, though, as he was 
given just four weeks to cre-
ate the score.

Despite that, John Knoll 
and Gary Whitta, who de-
veloped the story, and Chris 
Weitz and Tony Gilroy who 
wrote the screenplay, along 
with Edwards’ direction, have 
delivered a fantastic stand-
alone Star Wars movie that 
will enthrall those not familiar 
with the Star Wars franchise 
and those who love it.
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